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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1995 No. 3210

The Street Works (Northern Ireland) Order 1995

Reinstatement

Reinstatement affected by subsequent works

33.—(1)  The provisions of this Article apply in relation to an undertaker's duty under Article
31(2) to ensure that a reinstatement conforms to the prescribed performance standards for the
requisite period; and references to responsibility for a reinstatement and to the period of that
responsibility shall be construed accordingly.

(2)  Where a reinstatement is affected by remedial works executed by the undertaker in order to
comply with his duties under this Order with respect to reinstatement and the extent of the works
exceeds that prescribed, the subsequent reinstatement shall be treated as a new reinstatement as
regards the period of his responsibility.

(3)  Where the street authority carries out investigatory works in pursuance of Article 32(1) and
the investigation does not disclose any failure by the undertaker to comply with his duties under
this Order with respect to reinstatement, then, to the extent that the original reinstatement has been
disturbed by the investigatory works, the responsibility of the undertaker for the reinstatement shall
cease.

(4)  Where a reinstatement is affected by remedial works executed by the street authority in
exercise of its powers under Article 32(3) or (4) (powers to act in default of undertaker)—

(a) the undertaker is responsible for the subsequent reinstatement carried out by the authority,
and

(b) if the extent of the works exceeds that prescribed, the subsequent reinstatement shall be
treated as a new reinstatement as regards the period of his responsibility.

(5)  The following provisions apply where a reinstatement is affected by subsequent works in the
street otherwise than as mentioned above.

(6)  If the reinstatement is dug out to any extent in the course of the subsequent works, the
responsibility of the undertaker for the reinstatement shall cease to that extent.

(7)  If in any other case the reinstatement ceases to conform to the prescribed performance
standards by reason of the subsequent works, the responsibility of the undertaker for the
reinstatement is transferred to the person executing the subsequent works; and the provisions of this
Order apply in relation to him as they would have applied in relation to the undertaker.

(8)  Where there are successive subsequent works affecting a reinstatement, then as between
earlier and later works—

(a) paragraphs (6) and (7) apply in relation to the cessation or transfer of the responsibility of
the person for the time being responsible for the reinstatement; and

(b) if the reinstatement ceases to conform to the prescribed performance standards by reason
of the works or any of them, it shall be presumed until the contrary is proved that this was
caused by the later or last of the works.
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